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Experimental measurement of the persistence exponent of the planar Ising model
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Using a twisted nematic liquid crystal system exhibiting planar Ising model dynamics, we have measured the
scaling exponentu, which characterizes the time evolutionp(t);t2u, of the probabilityp(t) that the local
order parameter has not switched its state by the timet. For 0.4 sec–200 sec following the phase quench, the
system exhibits scaling behavior and, measured over this interval,u50.1960.03, in good agreement with
theoretical analysis and numerical simulations@S1063-651X~97!51007-5#

PACS number~s!: 82.20.Fd, 02.50.Ey, 05.40.1j, 05.50.1q
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There has been a recent surge of interest in determi
the so-called nontrivial ‘‘persistence’’ exponentu @1–11# as-
sociated with the dynamics of a phase ordering system
lowing a quench from the high-temperature phase to z
temperature. This exponent describes the asymptotic po
law decayp(t);t2u of the probability that the local orde
parameterf(x,t) has not changed sign up to timet after the
quench. For the Ising model,p(t) is simply the fraction of
spins that have not flipped up to timet, or, equivalently, the
probability that no interface has ever crossed a given s
This power-law decay of persistence is quite ubiquitous
appears in many other contexts, such as simple diffus
equations@12#, reaction-diffusion systems@13–15#, driven
diffusive systems@16#, and the decay of total magnetizatio
following a quench to the critical point of spin systems@12#.
While there have been considerable theoretical and num
cal efforts directed towards calculatingu, few experimental
measurements of this exponent have been made. A kin
persistence exponent was first introduced and measured
breath figure experiment@1#, and recently for soap bubble
@17# ~in this latter exampleu takes a rather trivial value
which can be inferred on simple physical grounds!. In this
Rapid Communication, we provide an experimental m
surement of the nontrivial persistence exponent for a liq
crystal system exhibiting Ising-like behavior. We find go
agreement with recent theoretical calculations.

Liquid crystals provide a useful laboratory for testin
various scaling predictions of phase ordering kinetics. Th
have been used earlier to measure the growth of the cha
teristic scaling lengthL(t), in both three-dimensional@18–
21# and two-dimensional@22–26# systems. A twisted nem
atic system, exhibiting T50 Ising-like behavior, is
employed here for the measurement ofu. This system has
been previously used by Orihara and co-workers@22,23# to
study the behavior of the scaling lengthL(t) and, in addition,
by Mason, Pargellis, and Yurke@27# to measure the scalin
exponentl for the two-time correlation function. These stu
ies used a liquid crystal sample placed between two g
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plates whose surfaces had been treated so that, after a
mal quench from the isotropic phase to the nematic pha
the liquid crystal organized itself into domains in which th
director was forced to twist clockwise or counter-clockwi
by p/2 in going from the surface of one plate to the oth
The boundary between two domains of opposite twist c
sists of a twist disclination line. Regions of opposite tw
correspond to Ising model domains in which the spins
point up or all point down. The system relaxes viscous
driven by the line tension of the disclination lines. At la
stages of coarsening, the morphology of the growing
mains seems to exhibit a self-similar structure in time on
all length scales are rescaled byL(t), whereL(t) represents
the typical linear dimension of a growing domain and gro
algebraically with timeL(t);t1/2. This growth law can be
simply understood by noting that the motion of the doma
walls between the opposite phases is purely curvature dr
@28#.

So far most of the theoretical and experimental effo
have been directed towards determining the late time sca
properties of the equal-time and two-time correlation fun
tions @18#. These functions were predicted to have scal
forms, ^f(0,t)f(r ,t)&;g@r /L(t)# and ^f(0,t8)f(r ,t)&
;@L(t)/L(t8)#2l f @r /L(t),L(t)/L(t8)#. The autocorrelation
exponentl in two dimensions was measured experimenta
only recently@27#, using the liquid crystal sample describe
below. The experimental value ofl in d52 was in good
agreement with the theoretical prediction@29#. However
these correlation functions do not give much informati
about the history of the evolution process. The simplest
most natural probe to the history seems to be the ‘‘per
tence,’’ i.e., the probabilityp(t);t2u;@L(t)]22u that a
given spin does not flip up to timet.

This fraction of unflipped spinsp(t), though relatively
simple to measure in numerical simulations@3,7,4,10#, has
been found to be nontrivial to compute theoretically. T
temporal evolution of an individual spin is a non-Gaussia
non-Markovian process, and naturally, any history depend
nonlocal quantity is very hard to compute for such a proce
While in d51 the exact valueu53/8 has recently been de
termined by Derrida, Hakims, and Pasquier@6#, their method
unfortunately cannot be extended to higher experiment
relevant dimensions. For thed52 spin flip dynamics of the
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Ising model, only numerical estimates of the expon
u'0.22 @3,4,8,10# have been available to date. However,
cently an approximate analytical method was developed
two of us@10# to computeu in any dimension by exploiting
a mapping to a quantum mechanics problem. Ford51, our
approximate theory@10# yields u'0.35, as compared to th
exact valueu53/8 @6#, and ford52, we foundu'0.19. This
last result is also consistent with the estimateu'0.186 ob-
tained by puttingd52 in the larged theory of coarsening
@11# and, moreover, in recent direct simulations of the tim
dependent Ginzburg-Landau~TDGL! equation ~model A!
@30#. It is this result that we test experimentally. The da
collected for this report was extracted from video tape
cordings obtained in an earlier Ising system study of thl
exponent@27#.

The experimental technique used for thel measurements
has been described in detail previously. Briefly, the sam
cell consists of a layer of liquid crystal, 20mm thick, sand-
wiched between two parallel glass microscope slides.
liquid crystal used was trans-~trans!-4-methoxy-48-
n-pentyl-1,18-bicyclohexyl ~Merck, CCH-501, or equiva-
lently ZLI-3005!, with an isotropic-to-nematic phase trans
tion of 37 °C. The molecular orientation at each slide’s s
face was forced to be in the plane of the surface and orie
unidirectionally. The surfaces of the glass plates were p
pared by first dipping them into a 0.1% by weight solution
polyvinyl alcohol and then buffing the surface in one dire
tion with a soft cloth. The two slides were mounted orthog
nally to each other, thus defining a square region of liq
crystal, about 2.5 cm on a side. The orthogonal orientatio
the plates with respect to one another forces the nem
liquid crystal to phase separate into two domains, as the
lecular orientation undergoes either a clockwise or coun
clockwise twist ofp/2 radians as one goes from one plate
the other. The circular dichroic effect was used to make
domains of opposite twist visible. A square region, 1.5 m
on a side, was observed using a Nikon E Plan 43 objective
and recording the images with a high-speed color record
system~NAC, HSV-400!. Images were recorded every 5 m
each frame labeled at the top with the run number and t
since the recording began.

For a well percolated system undergoing self-simi
coarsening, the ratio of the area occupied by domains of
particular twist to the total area as a function of time sho
remain constant and have the value 0.5. This ratio, avera
over the 15 runs discussed here, was 0.375 at the time o
quench, reaching within only 0.2 sec the value of 0.5
60.016, at which is remained for the 200 sec time inter
over which data was recorded. There are several poss
reasons for the deviation of this ratio from the value of 0
The region between domains over which the director field
distorted from the pure clockwise or counterclockwise tw
is comparable to the thickness of the cell, 20mm. This makes
the optical image of the boundary between domains so
what ill defined. Hence, optical effects could cause us
preferentially choose one domain over the other when de
ing whether a given point belongs to a region of clockwise
counterclockwise twist. This would be particularly serious
early times and probably accounts for the low value~0.375!
of the ratio measured at early times. The ratio at late time
15% higher than the expected value of 0.5 and may be du
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a small bias in the domain nucleation, domain growth fav
ing domains of one particular twist, and, at very late tim
small sample statistics. For example, if alignment of the
per and lower plates deviates from perfect orthogonality, o
twist direction will be favored over the other@23#.

We measured, for each of 40 points~in an ordered, rect-
angular array! in each of 15 runs@31#, the time t after the
quench when the molecular orientation first switched fro
one twist direction to the other. The contrast was sufficien
enable us to distinguish the orientation at a particular po
immediately after the phase transition. Figure 1 is a log-
plot showing the scaling of the probabilityp(t) that an indi-
vidual point has not switched its orientation by timet. A
least-squares fit to the data in the range 0.4–200 sec giv
slopeu50.19060.031 shown by the solid line. The initia
approach to scaling is most likely due to the initial nonze
size of the scale lengthL at the time of the quench and th
identification bias resulting from the diffuse nature of t
optical image of the domain boundaries. This initial sca
length is on the order of the thickness of the cell~20 mm!,
resulting in a minimum domain size at the time of th
quench. Also noticeable at late times is a ‘‘tail,’’ of reduce
slope, inp(t). The tail at late times could be due to seve
different effects: pinning of domain walls in the sample im
mediately outside of the region observed or nonorthogo
orientation of the glass plates~giving rise to a preferred mo
lecular twist!. The wiggles in the data are finite sample si
effects reflecting the history of how macroscopic regio
changed their orientation in particular runs.

In conclusion, our measured value of the persistence
ponentu50.19060.031 is in good agreement with the the
retical estimateu'0.19 for anisotropic bidimensional spin
system.

We thank A. J. Bray, S. J. Cornell, K. Damle, S. Sachd
and T. Senthil for fruitful discussions. The research of one
us ~S.N.M.! was supported by NSF Grant No. DMR-92
24290. Laboratoire de Physique Quantique is Unite´ Mixte de
Recherche C5626 of Centre National de la Recherche Sc
tifique ~CNRS!.

FIG. 1. Probabilityp(t) vs time that an individual point in the
system has not switched its state at least once by timet. The solid
line is a least-squares fit to the data and has a slope of 0.19.
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